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systematically through all four books of the text.
Aquinas's Summa Theologiae - Brian Davies
2006
Thomas Aquinas authored many works, but his
greatest achievement is undoubtedly the Summa
Theologiae, which presents his most mature
thinking and the best introduction to his
philosophical and theological ideas.
Distinguishing itself from other secondary works
on Aquinas, this volume focuses solely on the
Summa, with essays by some of the best Aquinas
scholars of the last half-decade. It offers a solid
introduction to one of the landmarks of Western
thinking. -- Back cover.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 46, Action and
Contemplation - Thomas Aquinas 2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Summa Theologica, Volume 2 (Part II, First
Section) - St Thomas Aquinas 2013-01-01
"The Summa Theologica is the best-known work
of Italian philosopher, scholar, and Dominican
friar SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS (1225 1274),
widely considered the Catholic Church s
greatest theologian. Famously consulted
(immediately after the Bible) on religious
questions at the Council of Trent, Aquinas s
masterpiece has been considered a summary of
official Church philosophy ever since. Aquinas
considers approximately 10,000 questions on
Church doctrine covering the roles and nature of
God, man, and Jesus, then lays out objections to
Church teachings and systematically confronts
each, using Biblical verses, theologians, and
philosophers to bolster his arguments. In
Volume II, Aquinas addresses: happiness good

Thomas Aquinas: Basic Philosophical
Writing - Thomas Aquinas 2018-10-30
This volume contains new translations of the
essential philosophical writings of Thomas
Aquinas, from the Summa Theologiae and The
Principles of Nature. The included texts
represent the breadth of Aquinas’s thought,
addressing causality, the fundamental principles
of nature, the existence of God, how God can be
known, how language can be used to describe
God, human nature (including the nature of the
soul, free will, and epistemology), happiness,
ethics, and natural law. The goal of these
translations is twofold: to allow Aquinas to speak
for himself, but also to make his thought
accessible to the contemporary reader without
the burden of unnecessary adherence to
convention. A thorough introduction to Aquinas
and his ideas is included, as is a series of useful
appendices connecting Aquinas’s arguments to
those of Anselm, Scotus, Ockham, and others.
Thomas Aquinas's Summa Contra Gentiles Brian Davies 2016
The Summa Contra Gentiles, one of Aquinas's
best known works after the Summa Theologiae,
is a philosophical and theological synthesis that
examines what can be known of God both by
reason and by divine revelation. A detailed
expository account of and commentary on this
famous work, Davies's book aims to help readers
think about the value of the Summa Contra
Gentiles (SCG) for themselves, relating the
contents and teachings found in the SCG to
those of other works and other thinkers both
theological and philosophical. Following a
scholarly account of Aquinas's life and his likely
intentions in writing the SCG, the volume works
summa-theologiae-nd
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and evil love and hatred hope and despair anger
virtue sin and grace and much more. This
massive work of scholarship, spanning five
volumes, addresses just about every possible
query or argument that any believer or atheist
could have, and remains essential, more than
seven hundred years after it was written, for
clergy, religious historians, and serious students
of Catholic thought."
Thomas Aquinas's Summa Theologiae - Bernard
McGinn 2019-05-28
This concise book tells the story of the most
important theological work of the Middle Ages,
the vast Summa theologiae of Thomas Aquinas,
which holds a unique place in Western religion
and philosophy. Written between 1266 and
1273, the Summa was conceived by Aquinas as
an instructional guide for teachers and novices
and a compendium of all the approved teachings
of the Catholic Church. It synthesizes an
astonishing range of scholarship, covering
hundreds of topics and containing more than a
million and a half words--and was still unfinished
at the time of Aquinas's death. Here, Bernard
McGinn, one of today's most acclaimed scholars
of medieval Christianity, vividly describes the
world that shaped Aquinas, then turns to the
Dominican friar's life and career, examining
Aquinas's reasons for writing his masterpiece,
its subject matter, and the novel way he
organized it. McGinn gives readers a brief tour
of the Summa itself, and then discusses its
reception over the past seven hundred years. He
looks at the influence of the Summa on such
giants of medieval Christendom as Meister
Eckhart, its ridicule during the Enlightenment,
the rise and fall of Neothomism in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the role of
the Summa in the post-Vatican II church, and
the book's enduring relevance today.
Summa Theologica - Aquinas Thomas, Saint
2005-07
The English edition of Summa Theologica in five
volumes. Contains the complete text, the
supplements, a chart showing the structure of
the work, and an analytical index.
Thomas Aquinas's Summa Theologiae - Brian
Davies 2014
Following a scholarly account of Thomas
Aquinas's life, Davies explores his purposes in
writing the Summa Theologiae and works
summa-theologiae-nd

systematically through each of its three Parts.
He also relates their contents and Aquinas's
teachings to those of other works and other
thinkers both theological and philosophical. The
concluding chapter considers the impact
Aquinas's best-known work has exerted since its
first appearance, and why it is still studied
today. Intended for students and general readers
interested in medieval philosophy and theology,
Davies's study is a solid and reflective
introduction both to the Summa Theologiae and
to Aquinas in general.
Summa Theologica, Volume 3 (Part II,
Second Section) - St Thomas Aquinas
2013-01-01
"The Summa Theologica is the best-known work
of Italian philosopher, scholar, and Dominican
friar SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS (1225 1274),
widely considered the Catholic Church s
greatest theologian. Famously consulted
(immediately after the Bible) on religious
questions at the Council of Trent, Aquinas s
masterpiece has been considered a summary of
official Church philosophy ever since. Aquinas
considers approximately 10,000 questions on
Church doctrine covering the roles and nature of
God, man, and Jesus, then lays out objections to
Church teachings and systematically confronts
each, using Biblical verses, theologians, and
philosophers to bolster his arguments. In
Volume III, Aquinas addresses: faith and heresy
charity peace and war mercy, anger, and justice
prayer truth and much more. This massive work
of scholarship, spanning five volumes, addresses
just about every possible query or argument that
any believer or atheist could have, and remains
essential, more than seven hundred years after it
was written, for clergy, religious historians, and
serious students of Catholic thought."
Summa Theologiae: Volume 27, Effects of
Sin, Stain and Guilt - Thomas Aquinas
2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Summa Theologiae - Thomas Aquinas 1964
Summa Theologiae - Thomas Aquinas
2012-12-12
The most important work of the towering
intellectual of the Middle Ages, Thomas
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Aquinas's Summa Theologiae remains one of the
great seminal works of philosophy and theology,
while extending to subjects as diverse as law and
government, sacraments and liturgy, and
psychology and ethics.
The Essential Summa Theologiae - Frederick
Christian Bauerschmidt 2021-08-17
St. Thomas Aquinas's masterwork, the Summa
theologiae, can be daunting to beginners. This
volume by an expert on Aquinas's theology offers
an ideal introduction. It presents key selections
from the Summa along with accessible
commentary designed to provide background,
explain key concepts, and walk readers through
Aquinas's arguments. Previously published as
Holy Teaching, this new edition has been fully
revised and adds a substantial amount of new
material. The book draws from the entire
Summa and incorporates selections that focus
on moral theology, providing a fuller picture of
Aquinas's thought.
The Treatise on Human Nature - St. Thomas
Aquinas 2002-01-01
This series offers central philosophical treatises
of Aquinas in new, state-of-the-art translations
distinguished by their accuracy and use of clear
and non-technical modern vocabulary.
Annotation and commentary accessible to
undergraduates make the series an ideal vehicle
for the study of Aquinas by readers approaching
him from a variety of backgrounds and interests.
Aquinas: Summa Theologiae, Questions on God Saint Thomas (Aquinas) 2006-02-16
Thomas Aquinas (1224/6-1274) was one of the
greatest of the medieval philosophers. His
Summa Theologiae is his most important
contribution to Christian theology, and one of
the main sources for his philosophy. This volume
offers most of the Summa's first 26 questions,
including all of those on the existence and
nature of God. Based on the 1960 Blackfriars
translation, this version has been extensively
revised by Brian Davies and also includes an
introduction by Brian Leftow which places the
questions in their philosophical and historical
context. The result is an accessible and up-todate edition of Aquinas' thoughts on the nature
and existence of God, both of which have
continuing relevance for the philosophy of
religion and Christian theology.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 47, The
summa-theologiae-nd
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Pastoral and Religious Lives - Thomas
Aquinas 2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
The Treatise on the Divine Nature - Thomas
Aquinas 2006-03-15
This series offers central philosophical treatises
of Aquinas in new, state-of-the-art translations
distinguished by their accuracy and use of clear
and nontechnical modern vocabulary. Annotation
and commentary accessible to undergraduates
make the series an ideal vehicle for the study of
Aquinas by readers approaching him from a
variety of backgrounds and interests.
The Treatise on the Divine Nature - Saint
Thomas (Aquinas) 2006
The treatise featured in this volume consists of
the first thirteen questions of Aquinas' massive
Summa Theologiae and is by far the best
introduction to Aquinas' views on two central
questions of philosophical theology: Does God
exist? and What is God like? It has been newly
translated for this volume and appears alongside
a new commentary by a leading Aquinas scholar.
This volume is the second to be published in The
Hackett Aquinas, a series of central
philosophical treatises of Aquinas in a new,
accurate, readable translations, each with a
commentary that makes it the edition of choice
for anyone wishing to approach a given treatise
in depth in English.
The Summa Theologiae of St. Thomas Aquinas Thomas, 2009-01-03
The Summa Theologiæ of Saint Thomas Aquinas
is a work that has held a place of prominence in
the disciplines of theology and philosophy since
the time of St. Thomas himself. It was written
when Latin was the language of scholarship, a
common tongue that crossed Europe's volatile
political boundaries and facilitated the growth of
universities, many of which are still standing
today. It is the hope of those responsible for this
edition, that having the original Latin text and a
respected English translation side by side will
not only give those who are not ready to tackle
the of Saint Thomas unaided access to his own
words, but will inspire them and assist them in
their pursuit of this language. They will likely
discover, as many have before them, that
Thomas is more easily understood in the tongue
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in which he wrote than he is in any other.
A Shorter Summa - Saint Thomas (Aquinas) 1993
A shortened version of Kreeft's much larger
Summa of the Summa, which in turn was a
shortened version of the Summa Theologica. The
reason for the double shortening is pretty
obvious: the original runs some 4000 pages!
(The Summa of the Summa was just over 500.)
The Summa is certainly the greatest, most
ambitious, most rational book of theology ever
written. In it, there is also much philosophy,
which is selected, excerpted, arranged,
introduced, and explained in footnotes here by
Kreeft, a popular Thomist teacher and writer. St.
Thomas Aquinas is universally recognized as one
of the greatest philosophers who ever lived. His
writings combine the two fundamental ideals of
philosophical writing: clarity and profundity. He
is a master of metaphysics and technical
terminology, yet so full of both theoretical and
practical wisdom. He is the master of common
sense. The Summa Theologica is timeless, but
particularly important today because of his
synthesis of faith and reason, revelation and
philosophy, and the Biblical and the classical
Greco-Roman heritages. This little book is
designed for beginners, either for classroom use
or individually. It contains the most famous and
influential passages of St. Thomas' philosophy
with copious aids to understanding them.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 7, Father, Son
and Holy Ghost - Saint Thomas (Aquinas)
2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Aquinas's Shorter Summa - Saint Thomas
(Aquinas) 2002
From the Church's greatest theologian: the
essentials of Catholic doctrine. This book
contains Aquinas's simple summary of the Faith.
He covers the Trinity, Providence, the
Incarnation, the Last Judgment, and much more.
It's a concise statement of the key doctrines and
elements of the Faith.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 16, Purpose
and Happiness - Thomas Gilby 2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Summa Theologiae Supplementum 1-68 summa-theologiae-nd

Thomas Aquinas 2017-08-15
The most important work of the towering
intellectual of the Middle Ages, Thomas
Aquinas's Summa Theologiae remains one of the
great seminal works of philosophy and theology,
while extending to subjects as diverse as law and
government, sacraments and liturgy, and
psychology and ethics. In his third and final part
of the Summa Theologiae, Thomas Aquinas
begins to address the life of Christ, lived out
both in Jesus himself, and in each of the baptized
through the sacraments.
The Cambridge Companion to the Summa
Theologiae - Philip McCosker 2016-06-13
Featuring essays from both specialists in
Aquinas' thought and constructive contemporary
theologians, this Companion provides an
accessible, comprehensive guide to his main
mature theological work, the Summa Theologiae.
The authors demonstrate how to read the text
effectively and how to relate it to past and
current theological issues.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 39, Religion
and Worship - Kevin D. O'Rourke 2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 8, Creation,
Variety and Evil - Thomas Aquinas 2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Thomas Aquinas on the Passions - Robert
Miner 2009-04-09
Provides an understanding of Thomas Aquinas'
account of the passions, the elemental forces
that affect human happiness.
A Summa of the Summa - Saint Thomas
(Aquinas) 1990-01-01
Combines selected philosophical passages from
Thomas' "Summa Theologica" with detailed
footnotes and explanations for modern readers.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 40,
Superstition and Irreverence - Saint Thomas
(Aquinas) 2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Summa Theologica, Part II-II (Secunda
Secundae) - Thomas Aquinas 2021-12-12
Summa Theologica, Part II-II (Secunda
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Secundae) Thomas Aquinas - The Summa
Theologiae (Latin: Compendium of Theology or
Theological Compendium; also subsequently
called the Summa Theologica or simply the
Summa, written 1265-1274) is the best-known
work of Thomas Aquinas (c.1225-1274), and
although unfinished, "one of the classics of the
history of philosophy and one of the most
influential works of Western literature." It is
intended as a manual for beginners in theology
and a compendium of all of the main theological
teachings of the Church. It presents the
reasoning for almost all points of Christian
theology in the West. The Summa's topics follow
a cycle: the existence of God; Creation, Man;
Man's purpose; Christ; the Sacraments; and
back to God. (courtesy of wikipedia.com). This is
part 2-2, 'Secunda Secundae'. In a chain of acts
of will, man strives for the highest end. They are
free acts, insofar as man has in himself the
knowledge of their end (and therein the
principle of action). In that the will wills the end,
it wills also the appropriate means, chooses
freely and completes the consensus. Whether
the act be good or evil depends on the end. The
"human reason" pronounces judgment
concerning the character of the end; it is,
therefore, the law for action. Human acts,
however, are meritorious insofar as they
promote the purpose of God and his honor. By
repeating a good action, man acquires a moral
habit or a quality which enables him to do the
good gladly and easily. This is true, however,
only of the intellectual and moral virtues (which
Aquinas treats after the manner of Aristotle); the
theological virtues are imparted by God to man
as a "disposition", from which the acts here
proceed; while they strengthen, they do not form
it. The "disposition" of evil is the opposite
alternative. An act becomes evil through
deviation from the reason, and from divine moral
law.
The Essential Summa Theologiae - Frederick
Christian Bauerschmidt 2021-11-16
Saint Thomas Aquinas's masterwork, the Summa
theologiae, can be daunting to beginners. This
volume by an expert on Aquinas's theology offers
an ideal introduction. It presents key selections
from the Summa along with accessible
commentary designed to provide background,
explain key concepts, and walk readers through
summa-theologiae-nd

Aquinas's arguments. Previously published as
Holy Teaching, this new edition has been fully
revised and includes a substantial amount of
new material. The book draws from the entire
Summa and incorporates selections that focus
on moral theology, providing a fuller picture of
Aquinas's thought.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 28, Law and
Political Theory - Thomas Aquinas 2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Holy Teaching - Saint Thomas (Aquinas)
2005-07
In the Summa theologiae, Aquinas attempts to
set forth the whole of Christian theology in
summary form. It was written, he says, for "the
instruction of beginners," but few Christians
today have the time or inclination to reach for
the five thick volumes that comprise the
standard English-language edition. In Holy
Teaching, Frederick Bauerschmidt presents
some choice selections from the Summa
theologiae, along with commentary that unpacks
the selections and places them in context. Holy
Teaching is an ideal introduction to the work of
Aquinas that will give students, pastors, and
interested laypeople a greater appreciation for
our common Christian inheritance.
Summa Theologica Complete in a Single
Volume - Thomas Aquinas 2018-05-14
The Summa Theologica is a compendium of
theology written by Thomas Aquinas between
1265 and 1273. In Roman Catholicism it is the
sum of all known learning and doctrine, of all
that can be known about God and humanity's
relations with God -- a landmark in the history of
theology that famously offers five proofs of God's
existence, the first three of which are
cosmological arguments; the fourth, a moral
argument; and the fifth, a teleological argument.
The third quarter of the thirteenth century
marked the first decisive philosophical
encounter between Hellenism and Christianity.
The rediscovery of Aristotle's works after the
Dark Ages ushered in a new era of intellectual
fervor in Europe, and the work of Thomas
Aquinas is a commentary on Aristotle, whose
writings were lost to the non-Arabic world until
the beginning of the Thirteenth Century. To
many, Aristotle's worldview was a pagan threat
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access to the medieval theologian’s deepest
thinking about the supreme goal of human
life—blessedness—and the virtue most intimately
related to this goal—charity. The edition also
contains Aquinas’s treatment of charity’s
effects—love, joy, peace, and mercy—and the
vices opposed to them, such as hatred, envy, and
war. Featuring five supplementary essays by
noted Aquinas scholars, the volume will enable
readers to engage more thoroughly with the
thought of Thomas Aquinas.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 2, Existence
and Nature of God - Saint Thomas (Aquinas)
2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Summa Theologica, Volume 1 - St Thomas
Aquinas 2013-01-01
"The Summa Theologica is the best-known work
of Italian philosopher, scholar, and Dominican
friar SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS (1225 1274),
widely considered the Catholic Church s
greatest theologian. Famously consulted
(immediately after the Bible) on religious
questions at the Council of Trent, Aquinas s
masterpiece has been considered a summary of
official Church philosophy ever since. Aquinas
considers approximately 10,000 questions on
Church doctrine covering the roles and nature of
God, man, and Jesus, then lays out objections to
Church teachings and systematically confronts
each, using Biblical verses, theologians, and
philosophers to bolster his arguments. In
Volume I, Aquinas addresses: the existence and
perfection of God the justice and mercy of God
predestination the cause of evil the union of
body and soul free will and fate and much more.
This massive work of scholarship, spanning five
volumes, addresses just about every possible
query or argument that any believer or atheist
could have, and remains essential, more than
seven hundred years after it was written, for
clergy, religious historians, and serious students
of Catholic thought."

to Christianity. To Aquinas, it provided an
exciting cosmological framework on which to
build an all-encompassing Christian worldview.
His thoughts unfolding with a calmness of order
and an assurance of judgment, Aquinas explores
in the Summa the primary role of the senses in
the acquisition of knowledge and the
metaphysical analysis of things in terms of
matter and form. But unlike Aristotle's "God,"
who did not care one whit about the world, the
God of Christianity, insisted Aquinas, is a
personal God. Like Aristotle, Aquinas believed
that each human being has a soul and that all
created things have a purpose. For Christians,
all are part of a divine plan. This dazzling
synthesis of Catholic doctrine has had a
profound impact on Christian thinking since the
thirteenth century and has become the de facto
official teaching of the Catholic Church -- the
intellectual underpinning of the Church to this
day.
Summa Theologiae - Saint Thomas (Aquinas)
1989
In recent years, increased interest in medieval
studies and Catholic theology have revealed St.
Thomas as more than just quasi-official
theologian to the Roman Catholic Church,
confirming his stature as one of the greatest
thinkers the West has ever known. In his
masterwork, the Summa, he synthesizes
Aristotelian concepts on the nature of the living
world and man, with Biblical teaching on God's
loving purpose in creating them.
Summa Theologiae: Volume 57, Baptism
and Confirmation - James J. Cunningham
2006-10-26
Paperback reissue of one volume of the English
Dominicans' Latin/English edition of Thomas
Aquinas' Summa Theologiae.
Questions on Love and Charity - Thomas Aquinas
2016-04-26
A fresh translation of quaestiones from the
Summa theologiae of Thomas Aquinas, edited by
Robert Miner. This volume provides direct
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